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Abstract

Quantum information transfer necessary to reconcile black hole evaporation with

quantum mechanics, while approximately preserving regular near-horizon geometry, can

be simply parameterized in terms of couplings of the black hole internal state to quantum

fields of the black hole atmosphere. The necessity of transferring sufficient information for

unitarization sets the strengths of these couplings. Such couplings via the stress tensor

offer apparently significant advantages, and behave like quantum fluctuations of the effec-

tive metric near the horizon. At the requisite strength, these fluctuations, while soft (low

energy/momentum), have significant magnitude, and so can deflect near-horizon geodesics

that span distances of order the black hole radius. Thus, the presence of such couplings

can result in effects that could be detected or constrained by observation: disruption of

near-horizon accretion flows, scintillation of light passing close to the black hole, and al-

teration of gravitational wave emission from inspirals. These effects could in particular

distort features of Sgr A* expected to be observed, e.g., by the Event Horizon Telescope,

such as the black hole shadow and photon ring.
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1. Introduction

The unitarity crisis associated with black hole formation and evaporation represents

a profound clash between the foundational principles of modern physics. These are the

principles of relativity, the principles of quantum mechanics, and the principle of locality.

Our failure to reconcile these principles in the black hole context indicates one or more of

them requires modification. Consideration of the relative difficulties of different modifica-

tions strongly suggests that the principles of quantum mechanics should be retained, but

at the price of the usual local quantum field theory (LQFT) notion of locality.

If field theory locality – conventionally formulated as commutativity of observables

outside the light cone, forbidding superluminal signaling – must be modified, a key question

is how it is modified. Generic modifications of locality are expected to lead to disaster, by

producing acausality, and consequent inconsistency. The needed modification is expected

to be quite special, if the resulting theory is to consistently reproduce local quantum field

theory as a good approximation in a correspondence limit.

Different kinds of modification of locality have been considered. One idea is to modify

the notion of localization, and consider the possibility that quantum information can be

localized in a very different fashion than in LQFT, depending for example on the nature of

the observer. Black hole complementarity[1-3] exemplifies such modification of localization.

More recent efforts to rescue aspects of complementarity from problems pointed out in [4]

(see also [5]), e.g. via proposed relations between entanglement and geometry[6,7], also

are in this category.

A second way to modify LQFT locality is to retain a notion of localization, but to al-

low propagation or transfer of quantum information that can be, in certain circumstances,

outside the light cone of the semiclassical geometry associated with a configuration. Ulti-

mately this probably arises from breakdown of the fundamental notion of geometry, and if

a geometrical description does fail, an obvious question is how to describe that localization.

A general approach to this, in the framework of quantum mechanics, is to retain a

notion of localization as arising from a subsystem structure of the physical system. This

naturally generalizes the localization of LQFT, and suggests the possibility of a quantum

generalization[8] of classical manifold structure. While questions regarding the role of such

a subsystem structure remain in the gravitational context, assuming that it gives a good

approximate description appears useful and has been widely pursued.

To give a quantum-mechanical description of physics, we also assume that there is a

well-defined notion of unitary evolution. If classical spacetime approximately emerges from



such a coarser-grained localization, the evolution may well not respect the corresponding

approximate classical causal structure. From the perspective of the spacetime geometry,

this may be described by the more fundamental hamiltonian transferring information out-

side the usual light cone. Different approaches to the unitarity crisis have explored this

possibility, beginning with [9]. In particular, such transfer is implicit in the “firewall”

scenario[4] and in an apparently more conservative variant of the “fuzzball[10]” scenarios.

Taking this perspective, there are two approaches to describing evolution of a quantum

system like a black hole. One is to attempt to do so via such a fundamental description,

e.g. in terms of some quantum generalization of geometry[8,11]. This requires further

development of the fundamental principles of the theory. But, if LQFT evolution in a

semiclassical geometry provides a good approximate description of the dynamics, for many

purposes, a second approach presents itself: parameterize the deviations from LQFT in

an effective description within the framework of LQFT[12-14]. One of course expects such

deviations to become significant for black holes followed over sufficiently long timescales

(as well as near the center of a black hole) but the usual physics of LQFT may furnish a

good approximation, up to “small” corrections, for sufficiently small regions, away from

the black hole core.

This paper will adopt the latter, effective, approach. In particular, one may param-

eterize the information transfer necessary to unitarize black hole evaporation in terms of

couplings of the internal quantum states of the black hole to the fields in the black hole at-

mosphere. Generic such couplings also lead to increased energy flux[15,8,16,12,13] from the

black hole, beyond that of Hawking[17]: the information transfer is accompanied by energy

transfer. This produces a departure from expectations of black hole thermodynamics[18].

While this departure may possibly not be fundamentally inconsistent, an attempt to avoid

it suggests consideration of special couplings to the fields, through the stress tensor[16,12],

which can transfer information by modulating the pre-existing Hawking flux[14].

The current work explores the effects of these stress-tensor couplings, which from

the exterior perspective behave like extra quantum metric fluctuations in the atmosphere

region near the horizon. The next section overviews the effective approach that has just

been described, and discusses characterization of the necessary information transfer from

the black hole. Section three focusses specifically on stress-tensor couplings, and argues

that information transfer sufficient to unitarize black hole evaporation via this mechanism

requires couplings of order unity. This means that fluctuations in the effective metric

become substantial, though they can be soft (low momentum). As a result, there can be



significant corrections to propagation of matter and light in the black hole atmosphere.

The size of these effects is estimated in the geodesic approximation. Possible observational

signatures are described, including disruption of accretion disk dynamics near the horizon,

fluctuating contributions to lensing, or “scintillation,” of light, and distortion of gravity-

wave signatures from inspirals. Such effects may already be constrained by observational

windows on near-horizon accretion flows, and could for example alter expected features

of electromagnetic images of black holes, such as the “black hole shadow” and “photon

ring.” Near-term observations, such as via the Event Horizon Telescope, are expected to

be sensitive to these features for Sgr A*, the black hole at the center of our galaxy, opening

a new window for observation. Possible distortion of the photon ring, which is sensitive to

the metric near the would-be photon orbit – at 3/2 the Schwarzschild radius in the small

angular momentum limit – is a particularly promising target as a probe of the close-in

geometry. Section four closes with some further perspective and with some comparison to

other proposed scenarios for unitarization, and to their potential to produce observational

effects.

2. Effective description of information transfer

2.1. Subsystems and interactions

We take as a starting point the assumption that information can be at least approxi-

mately localized in subsystems, which have an approximate correspondence with localized

regions of spacetime. Specifically, for a black hole (BH) of mass M and its surroundings,

a coarsest form of such a localization arises if the states are approximately described by

elements of a tensor product,

H = HM ⊗Hext (2.1)

where HM describes states of the BH and Hext states of the environment. Evolution is

then given by a hamiltonian H which both acts within the subsystems, and acts to transfer

information between the subsystems.

While ultimately incomplete, a first model of such a description is the LQFT descrip-

tion, based on a time-slicing of the BH geometry. Specifically, take the slicing to be a

nice slicing[19] (for an explicit construction see [8], eq. (3.15)). A nice time slice crosses

the horizon, and excitations on the slice either inside or outside the horizon correspond to

states in HM and Hext respectively. The LQFT hamiltonian HLQFT for a set of quantum



fields then describes evolution of these excitations within HM and Hext, as well as transfer

of excitations from Hext to HM, corresponding to infall of matter. It does not describe

transfer of excitations from HM to Hext as this is forbidden by LQFT locality.1 The hamil-

tonian also describes emergence of correlated pairs of excitations, with excitations in Hext

escaping to infinity, yielding the Hawking radiation, and their partners in HM evolving

deeper into the BH. An ultimate limitation of such a LQFT description is that both the

infalling quantum matter and the Hawking radiation increase entanglement between HM

and Hext, but that no process decreases this entanglement – information does not escape

the BH. This appears to require BHs with arbitrarily large numbers of internal states, and,

if evolution remains unitary, yields disastrous planckian BH remnants[20-22].

We expect a more complete description, if well-approximated by a subsystem descrip-

tion (2.1), to have two new features[15,8]: 1) the dimension of HM, or at least the number

of excited BH states, shrinks as the black hole radiates, decreasing M ; 2) to preserve uni-

tarity, quantum information correspondingly transfers from HM to Hext. The transfer of

information can be precisely described in terms of transfer of entanglement[23-25].

Following [12-14], this paper will explore the assumption that the LQFT description

is a good approximate starting point for such a more complete description; that is the BH

evolution, both exterior and interior, can be, for certain purposes, well approximated by the

LQFT description, but that the LQFT dynamics must be corrected to properly describe

unitary evolution with these two new features. Such an approach is to be contrasted with

more extreme modifications of the LQFT description[9,1,2,10,26,4,28].

Specifically, let us assume that the allowed states are in the product HM ⊗Hext, and

that Hext is well-approximated by the space of LQFT states (Fock space or interacting

generalization). We moreover assume that the full hamiltonian is well approximated as

H = Hint +Htrans +HLQFT . (2.2)

The first two terms represent dynamics beyond that of LQFT. Specifically, in LQFT in a

nice slicing, HLQFT describes states whose evolution freezes at a definite interior radius[29]

due to vanishing lapse; the large number of frozen states is one manifestation of the remnant

1 One-way transfer of excitations by a unitary hamiltonian is permitted if the hamiltonian

is not invariant under time reversal; a simple example is that of a left moving 1+1-dimensional

boson. In the present context, the evolution of perturbations on nice slices is not T-invariant in

the BH background.



problem. Thus, while infalling matter that has just crossed the horizon may have a good

LQFT description, we expect this description to fail after sufficient time. So, HM may, at

a given time, have a factor that corresponds to LQFT states that have recently crossed the

horizon (called Hreg in [12]), but does not have a complete description matching LQFT

on nice slices. Instead, we assume that there is some internal dynamics governed by Hint

that acts on the states of HM; e.g. it could scramble them.

We also assume that there are interactions between HM and Hext parameterized by

Htrans, that transfer information from inside the BH. (As above, HLQFT does still transfer

excitations from Hext to HM.) A simplest possibility is that Htrans couples excitations of

HM to local operators Oa(x) acting on Hext, and so is of the form

∫

dtHtrans = −
∑

Aa

∫

dVAAG
Aa(x)Oa(x) + h.c. . (2.3)

Here dV is the volume element for the region extending from the horizon outward, AA

are operators (e.g with a unit normalization) acting on HM, and GAa(x) are “transfer”

coefficients parameterizing the interactions.2 Due to such interactions, the BH atmosphere

“glistens” with quantum information in a state dependent fashion.

2.2. Characterizing information transfer

While some of the most profound questions regard the structure of HM and its dy-

namics, this paper will focus on effects seen by observers near or outside the horizon. To

do so, we transform to an intermediate picture. Let |Ψ〉 ∈ HM ⊗Hext be a state evolving

via (2.2), and define

|Ψ〉 → Uint(t)|Ψ〉 , (2.4)

where

Uint(t) = T exp

{

−i

∫ t

dtHint

}

. (2.5)

Then the new |Ψ〉 satisfies the Schrödinger equation with hamiltonian

H(t) = Htrans(t) +HLQFT , (2.6)

where now
∫

dtHtrans(t) = −
∑

Aa

∫

dVAA(t)G
Aa(x)Oa(x) + h.c. (2.7)

2 More generally one may consider multi-local operators[16].



with

AA(t) = U †
int(t)AAUint(t) . (2.8)

Thus in the intermediate picture explicit time dependence in Hint(t) arises from AA(t), if

not already present3 in the coefficients GAa(x).

Key questions, governed by the structure of (2.7), are whether Htrans transfers suf-

ficient information to unitarize BH evolution, and what other effects result from such

transfer.

A simple description of transfer of information is as follows. (For a characterization

in terms of transfer of entanglement, see [23-25].) Suppose we start with a collection of

orthogonal states ofHM⊗Hext of the form |i〉M |φ〉ext, with i = 1, . . . , n; if unitary evolution

by Htrans converts these to the form |φ〉M |i〉ext, where the states |φ〉 are independent of i,

then we say ∆I = logn bits of information have been transferred fromHM toHext. In order

to do so, the interaction must convert the initial state |φ〉ext to a set of orthogonal external

states. A minimal rate of transfer of information necessary to unitarize BH evaporation

is dI/dt ∼ SBH/R, where R is the BH radius and SBH the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy,

since the transfer must at least compensate for the growth of entanglement due to the

Hawking process.

General interactions (2.7) of sufficient strength clearly can transfer information at this

rate, e.g. by creating excitations near the BH. The nature of these excitations depends

on each of the terms in (2.7). The characteristic energy dependence of AA(t) (together

with possible time-dependence of GAa) determines the energy of outgoing excitations,4 so,

e.g. transitions between widely-spaced levels of HM would emit energetic quanta. The

space dependence of GAa governs both the region to which the information is transferred,

and the wavelength of the excitations. For example, one could model behavior like that

of a “firewall[4]” if GAa(x) is localized within a Planck length of the horizon. Then, even

if characteristic energies are of size ω ∼ 1/R, (2.7) creates excitations that an infalling

observer near the horizon sees as very energetic, high-momentum particles emerging from

3 We expect the fundamental description of the evolving black hole to be time-translation

invariant; however the description of the effective dynamics in a background and with the kind of

slicing we have chosen does not necessarily manifestly exhibit this invariance. In particular, the

metric in a nice slicing undergoes expansion near the horizon, which is one way of explaining the

origin of the Hawking radiation.
4 Here we have chosen to define energy as measured by an asymptotic observer.



the horizon. Alternately, GAa(x) could extend a range ≫ R from the black hole, describ-

ing very long-range modifications of locality. This paper will focus on a hypothesis of

nonviolent nonlocality[30,15,8,16,12], that the range of the interactions extends a distance

L from the horizon, where L is neither planckian nor ≫ R, and that the characteristic

emission frequency ω is also not planckian (or microscopic, for a large black hole). Since

classical gravity already sets a scale R for black hole phenomena, a simplest assumption is

that L ∼ R and ω ∼ 1/R, but conceivably other intermediate scales, e.g. Rp with p < 1,

could be relevant. The operators Oa govern which kinds of excitations are created; these

excitations carry the missing information to infinity.

A generic feature of the unitarizing interactions (2.7) and their generalizations is that

they create extra energy flux, beyond the Hawking flux [15,8,16,12,13]. This indicates[18] a

departure from the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the number of black hole states, with

the number of states corresponding to an entropy Sbh < SBH . While, as discussed in [18],

this may not lead to any fundamental inconsistency, either internally, or with established

facts, it seems rather surprising. This leads us to inquire whether there are particular forms

of information-transferring evolution, e.g. as in (2.7), which do not yield extra energy flux.

If information is to escape without modifying the average Hawking energy flux, an

obvious possible mechanism is for it to do so through modulation of the Hawking flux[14].

Such modulation can be achieved if (2.7) couples to the stress tensor, Tµν , of the BH

atmosphere. This has the added bonus of ensuring a universal mechanism for informa-

tion escape, so that for example increasing the black hole evaporation rate by opening a

mining[31] channel also commensurately increases the rate of escape of information, avoid-

ing “overfull” BHs with entropy > SBH . The remainder of this paper will focus on such

stress-tensor couplings.

3. Effects of stress tensor-induced information transfer

3.1. Transfer rate and effective metric fluctuations

We thus consider evolution on HM ⊗Hext with hamiltonian of the form (2.6), where

the hamiltonian Htrans couples only to the stress tensor:

∫

dtHtrans(t) = −
∑

A

∫

dVAA(t)G
µν
A (x)Tµν(x) + h.c. ; (3.1)



Gµν
A (x) are a collection of tensor functions describing couplings to the BH internal states,

and againAA are intermediate-picture quantum operators acting on the BH state. Ref. [14]

discusses conditions, in a two-dimensional example, for such couplings to not modify the

average energy flux. Here, we will focus on a different question: if such couplings transfer

sufficient information to unitarize black hole decay, what are their other effects?

The condition for sufficient information transfer was outlined above: to transfer a

quantum of information, the interaction (3.1) needs to transfer an excitation of HM to one

of Hext. Since the focus of this paper is on the near-horizon and asymptotic physics, we

are primarily interested in the effects of (3.1) on Hext. To that end, we approximate the

quantum operators AA in (3.1) by classical random variables, writing

AA(t)G
µν
A (x) → Hµν

A (x) . (3.2)

This replacement by a classical source is the effective source approximation of [12,13].

Treated as classical sources, the Hµν
A must create sufficient excitation in Hext to carry the

quantum information out of the BH, beginning with, e.g., the Unruh vacuum |0〉U . A

benchmark for this[14] is if the operators

TA =

∫

dV Hµν
A (x)Tµν(x) (3.3)

are of sufficient size to create a sufficiently large collection of orthogonal states,

U 〈0|TA|0〉U = 0 , U 〈0|TAT
†
B|0〉U = δAB , (3.4)

as described in the preceding section.

A related characterization, if the information is to be encoded in modifications to the

Hawking radiation, with of order one quantum of information emitted per time R, is that

the modification to the instantaneous Hawking energy flux should be of order that flux.

Notice that the coupling (3.1) behaves like a correction to the metric due to extra quantum

metric fluctuations near the horizon. The size of the corrected flux can be estimated via

the effective source approximation; taking Hµν =
∑

AHµν
A , it is, to linear order in H,

〈Tµν(x)〉 ≃ U 〈0|Tµν(x)|0〉U − i

∫ t

dV ′Hλσ(x′) U 〈0|[Tµν(x), Tλσ(x
′)]|0〉U . (3.5)

The equal-time commutators for the stress tensor take the general form

[T (x), T (x′)] ∼ iT∂δ3(x− x′) + S(x, x′) , (3.6)



where S(x, x′) is a Schwinger term[32]; the first term is responsible for the tensor-

transformation law of Tµν , if we perform a diffeomorphism changing the form of the metric.

The expression (3.6) extends to give the Green function needed in (3.5). For details in

an explicit two-dimensional example, see [14] [eqs. (4.7) and (4.9)]. From (3.5), (3.6) we

see that if Hµν varies on spatial and temporal scales of size R, as described above, it will

induce an O(1) change to the stress tensor of the Hawking radiation if its amplitude is

H ∼ O(1).

Our conclusion therefore is: For interactions (3.1) to transfer information to the

outgoing Hawking radiation at the necessary rate ∼ 1/R, the couplings Gµν
A should have

size of order unity at frequencies and wavenumbers of size ∼ 1/R, that is the corresponding

effective source Hµν(x) is a function with magnitude O(1), with characteristic frequencies

and wavenumbers ∼ 1/R.5 To ensure regularity at the horizon, these functions can be

specified in terms of coordinates that are regular there, e.g. Kruskal coordinates (U, V, θ, φ)

or Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (v, r, θ, φ) or, for Kerr black holes, generalization of

the latter to Kerr coordinates[33].

If Hµν is thought of as a correction to the metric, we have just found that this metric

needs to be strongly fluctuating in the region just outside the horizon for (3.1) to describe

sufficient escape of information. Note that while the effective metric is strongly fluctuating,

the corresponding fluctuations are relatively soft, if their characteristic momentum scales

are ∼ 1/R. For example, typical tidal forces they induce are of the same size as due to

the the background curvature at the horizon, ∼ 1/R2. Of course such fluctuations also

exhibit the potential for yielding singularities in the effective metric, raising the question

of regularity criteria from the underlying framework. For regular fluctuating metrics (e.g.

with moderate curvature), we find the interesting possibility that the metric could be

strongly quantum, but in a manner that doesn’t directly involve Planck scale physics –

and that can be nonviolent to infalling observers. The fluctuations may be strong but soft.

3.2. Propagation in fluctuating BH atmospheres

If the effective description of BH dynamics is via such a strongly fluctuating effective

metric, with O(1) fluctuations in a region of size O(R) surrounding the horizon, the cou-

pling (3.1) will imply nontrivial effects on quantum fields in the vicinity of the horizon.

5 Note that this argument gives the necessary strength of interactions to unitarize black hole

disintegration, if by this mechanism. It does not, yet, give a description of the complete unitarized

amplitudes.



Specifically, (3.1) will have an effect both on infalling matter, and on emitted light from

the zone near the horizon.

To estimate these effects, we work in the approximation where particles (infalling

matter, outgoing light) follow geodesics; with the additional coupling

∫

dtHtrans(t) → −
ǫ

2

∫

dV Hµν(x)Tµν(x) , (3.7)

these are geodesics in the perturbed metric

g̃µν = gµν + ǫHµν , (3.8)

where gµν is the classical metric, e.g. Schwarzschild or Kerr. Although the perturbation

has been argued to be O(1) we will introduce a parameter ǫ in order to parameterize the

couplings and estimate the size of their effects. The geodesic equation can be written

in terms of the time variable of the original metric, but that will no longer be an affine

parameter for the new metric, resulting in additional terms:

d2X̃µ

dt2
= −Γ̃µ

νλ

dX̃ν

dt

dX̃λ

dt
+ Γ̃0

νλ

dX̃ν

dt

dX̃λ

dt

dX̃µ

dt
. (3.9)

Solutions may be written in terms of deviation from the solution for the unperturbed

metric, X̃µ = Xµ + δXµ. The equation for the geodesic perturbation is

d2δXµ

dt2
= −δΓµ

νλ

dXν

dt

dXλ

dt
+ δΓ0

νλ

dXν

dt

dXλ

dt

dXµ

dt

− 2Γµ
νλ

dδXν

dt

dXλ

dt
+ Γ0

νλ

dXν

dt

(

2
dδXλ

dt

dXµ

dt
+

dXλ

dt

dδXµ

dt

)

,

(3.10)

where

δΓµ
νλ =

ǫ

2
(gνρgλσ∇

µHρσ − gνρ∇λH
µρ − gλσ∇νH

µσ) . (3.11)

So, if H ∼ O(1) and varies on a spacetime scale L, the terms on the first line of (3.10) will

drive order ǫ changes to dX̃ i/dt once integrated over times t ∼ L – hence O(1) changes

for ǫ = 1.



3.3. Possible observational windows

Concretely, suppose that quantum effects lead to fluctuations in the effective metric,

coupled as in (3.7), with size ǫH ∼ O(ǫ) and spacetime variation on a scale L, in a region

extending to a radius Ra outside the horizon of an astrophysical black hole. As noted

above, the simplest case is L ∼ R, and likewise Ra ∼ R is a simplest assumption. Such

fluctuations could have observational implications via at least four types of observable

phenomena.

Accretion disk dynamics

The classical orbits assumed in models of accretion-disk dynamics will be significantly

perturbed in the region r < Ra. This presents a source of disruption of the accretion flow

in the near-horizon atmosphere region.6 One can readily estimate the magnitude of the

effect, under the preceding assumptions: by the time a free particle moves through a dis-

tance ∼ L, it will experience an order ǫ deflection of its velocity, δdX i/dt ∼ ǫ. Specifically,

with L ∼ R and ǫ = 1 this means significant perturbation after one orbit – for order one

metric perturbations, regular free orbits are substantially deformed in the region r < Ra.

Current observations may already constrain such effects. For example, X-ray binaries in

the high/soft state exhibit a near-thermal spectrum with its hard end attributed to orbits

approaching the innermost stable circular orbit, which for a Schwarzschild BH is at r = 3R.

While calculation of properties of the accretion disk in this regime involves complicated col-

lisional magnetohydrodynamics, one expects metric fluctuations of sufficient strength and

range to perturb these flows, possibly providing a source of turbulence and/or increasing

infall rates.

Imaged features from accreting matter

Light emitted from an accreting classical BH has distinctive features, such as a black

hole shadow[34,35] and photon ring[36]7. These arise when photons emitted from material

in the near-horizon accretion disk are strongly lensed by the near-horizon geometry; for

example the photon ring results from null geodesics that orbit the black hole multiple times

near the photon orbit. In addition to the possible distortion of the matter orbits, strong

metric fluctuations will produce additional lensing contributions, which will fluctuate with

6 I thank C. Reynolds for suggesting the possible relevance of such an effect, and O. Blaes for

explanations of current observational constraints.
7 For discussion of testing deviations from Kerr by observing these features, see [37,38,36]



the effective metric perturbation: light scintillates in the BH atmosphere. For light emit-

ted from the near-horizon region and traveling a distance ∼ L, one estimates a typical

angular deflection δθ ∼ ǫ, so again order unity for ǫ = 1. Thus, large metric fluctuations

have the potential to significantly alter the expected electromagnetic (sub-mm) features,

e.g. distorting the edge of the shadow and suppressing the photon ring. The latter is a

particularly attractive target, since it is sensitive to the geometry in the vicinity of what

would be the photon orbit, which in the small angular momentum limit lies quite close to

the horizon, at r = 3R/2. Distortion of the effective metric in this region could produce

the signature of a distorted or missing photon ring.

In particular, the Event Horizon Telescope8 is planned to achieve sensitivity capable

of resolving Sagittarius A* at an angular resolution of approaching 10 µas through mm

and sub-mm wavelength observations in the near term, and thus is expected to be capable

of resolving the shadow and photon ring characteristic of its anticipated near-horizon Kerr

geometry. According to the above discussion, the quantum effects we have described are

therefore in the range of projected experimental sensitivity. This is a potentially important

experimental opportunity to explore, and observation of any such effects could have truly

profound implications.

Lensing distant objects

While opportunities may be rare to observe a distant object pass behind a BH such

that lensing due to the gravitational field of the BH’s atmosphere is probed, this in principle

offers another observational window toward probing BH scintillation due to fluctuations

in the effective metric. Specifically, lensing where a significant part of the light rays cross

through the region r < Ra will experience, as with the above, angular distortions of size

δθ ∼ ǫ. Lensing opportunities may also arise in binaries where one member is a black hole.

Gravitational inspiral

Another possible window is that of gravitational radiation emitted during gravita-

tional inspiral,9 e.g. as a BH captures a neutron star, a process expected to be observable

by Advanced LIGO. This process probes the near-horizon and strong-field regime. Per-

turbations of the neutron star orbit near the horizon are expected to distort gravitational

waveforms arising from emission during the final stages of inspiral.

8 For discussion of the instrument see [39] and for capabilities see [40].
9 For similar comments on possible modifications to gravitational-wave signatures, see [41].



For each of these possible effects, one should state the important caveat that a sharp

prediction for the timescale at which the new information-transferring effects become im-

portant is still missing. There are constraints that the new effects should not begin for black

holes younger than a time ∼ R log(R/lPlanck) but must begin by a time ∼ R(R/lPlanck)
2;

for an astrophysical black hole this represents a large range of timescales. Specifically, for

Sgr A*, the corresponding range of timescales is from about 8 hours to 1074 times the

present age of the Universe.

Simulation

Despite the relative simplicity of eqs. (3.10), (3.11), their analytic solution for specific

perturbations is typically problematic, and moreover we do not have a specific prediction for

the form of these perturbations, which may have a rather random apparent character. Also,

treatment of accretion disk dynamics, accretion disk images, and gravitational inspiral is

typically performed through numerical simulation. This indicates a numerical approach

to investigating effects of black hole glistening. Specifically, in a numerical approach the

geodesic equation is augmented by the perturbation terms (3.10). To describe the metric

perturbations entering (3.11), regularity is most easily enforced by working in regular

coordinates at the horizon, e.g. Kerr coordinates[33] (v, r, θ, φ̃) for the Kerr solution.

Then, the effects may be modeled by considering a superposition of random perturbations

to Kerr metric components in these coordinates, which for example take the form

Hµν ∼ f(r, v)e−iωv+ikrYlm(θ, φ̃) (3.12)

where f is an O(1) smooth window function localized to an order Ra-sized range of r

outside the horizon, and to a temporal range ∆v, the frequencies ω, k are of size 1/L, and,

e.g., l,m take some moderate values. As noted above, the simplest case to explore is where

all scales are equal: Ra ∼ ∆v ∼ L ∼ R. One may equally well choose to consider random

Christoffel corrections (3.11) of the corresponding size.

4. Concluding comments

Typically, when one envisions strong quantum gravitational fluctuations, one imag-

ines strong fluctuations associated with Planck-sized curvatures. This paper has explored

a different possibility, that the metric could be strongly fluctuating, but on spacetime dis-

tance scales that are much larger than the Planck length. If so, observers may experience



important effects[15,8,16], but not necessarily high-energy or hard effects[4]; while the ge-

ometry is not semiclassical, it also can be nonviolent. This of course assumes that such

fluctuations, while strong, respect appropriate regularity conditions on the metric.

The proposal that such strong but soft fluctuations could play a role in near-horizon

black hole dynamics is not ad hoc. To unitarize black hole evaporation, some new effects

must transfer information out of a black hole, or even stranger modifications to physics

are needed. If this transfer occurs while preserving, at least in an an approximation, a

spacetime picture of the near-horizon geometry, the transfer is most simply described in

terms of new couplings to operators acting on quantum fields near the horizon. While

ultimately we expect to require a more fundamental description of the dynamics (for some

thoughts on this, see [8]), this effective approach of considering modifications of local

quantum field theory, if valid in an approximation, is anticipated to supply important

guidance.

There are significant constraints on such an effective description. Transfer that couples

through the stress tensor[16,14], as in (3.1), has some advantages: 1) it offers the possibility

of minimal extra energy flux from the BH, beyond that of Hawking[14], improving the

prospects that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy approximately gives the BH density of

states[18]; 2) it is a universal coupling, rather than to specific fields, as might be anticipated

for a new quantum-gravitational effect; 3) the universality of such a coupling also helps

provide a consistent way to address various Gedanken experiments, for example involving

the possibility of mining energy from a BH[12,14].

If the information necessary to unitarize evaporation does transfer through such stress

tensor couplings, the necessary rate of transfer determines the magnitude of these cou-

plings. These couplings can moreover be effectively described in terms of quantum fluctu-

ations of the metric, above and beyond fluctuations one would expect in the usual QFT

quantization near the BH horizon. The necessary rate indicates that these fluctuations

should lead to contributions to the effective metric approaching O(1) in magnitude, and

so these are strong in the sense just described.

Let us also compare the picture described in this paper to other proposed scenarios

for unitary BH evolution.

Firewalls[4] are envisioned to arise from transfer of information to within a microscopic

(e.g. Planck) distance of the horizon. As we have noted, they can possibly be modeled by

interactions of the form (2.7), but the “sharpness” of the information transfer implies that

this transfer is accompanied by production of energetic particles at the horizon. On the



other hand, the firewall scenario assumes that local QFT holds everywhere just outside

the horizon, indicating that the new physics cannot be probed unless one is sensitive to

dynamics immediately at the horizon.

The fuzzball scenario[10] does not appear to make a clear statement about how far

modifications to classical geometry extend from the horizon. However, these modifica-

tions involve stringy higher-dimensional geometry, and are expected to be hard (high-

momentum), and for example to be characterized by large average squared curvatures.

While there are conjectures[42] that such hard modifications do not affect infalling matter

and observers, through a new version of complementarity, these remain controversial. If

fuzzball modifications do extend sufficiently far outside the would-be horizon, and can be

quantified for Kerr or Schwarzschild black holes, they could likewise affect near-horizon ob-

servations, and these modifications might be quantified and simulated as described above.

Such modifications may of course have even more radical effects than described herein. In

fact fuzzballs are an example of the general scenario of massive remnants[9], where the

near-horizon geometry is replaced by a new kind of physical interface. Such a departure

from the BH geometry might be observed through the phenomena described in the preced-

ing section, but also is expected yield even more pronounced signatures through impact of

material on the structure of the interface[43,44].

The possible importance of significant fluctuations outside the horizon described herein

bears some rough similarity to a scenario proposed in [45]; there, a black hole is described

as a collection of ∼ SBH gravitons with wavelength ∼ R. In such a picture one might also

expect the geometry to have significant quantum fluctuations on scales ∼ R and outside

the would-be horizon, and expect that those fluctuations are soft. In the present paper it is

anticipated that at least some of the features of the semiclassical geometry remain intact.

Important challenges for the picture of [45] include those of giving a correct description of

the nonlinear interactions between gravitons and of making contact with the description

of the semiclassical geometry; for recent ideas regarding the latter, see [46].

In conclusion, if gravity respects the principles of quantum mechanics, this indicates

the need for new quantum phenomena extending to and beyond the horizon of a black hole,

even when the black hole is large. A simple possibility is new interactions, transferring

information. Multiple considerations suggest that these could proceed through couplings

to the stress tensor of fields in the black hole atmosphere, behaving like quantum fluctua-

tions of the metric; necessary rates of information transfer indicate that these fluctuations

would be significant, though they could remain “soft.” And, if such effects extend over a



range of order the BH radius R, this implies the possibility of observing them through con-

sequences of perturbating the near-horizon classical metric, including possible disruption

of near-horizon accretion disk dynamics and gravitational lensing. Existing observations

of accretion-disk phenomena may provide important constraints on such new effects, and

near-term observations are expected to open up new windows of possible sensitivity, be-

ginning with the Event Horizon Telescope and detection of gravity waves from inspirals.
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